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Test Automation for Mobile
Applications
Case Example: Comparison and Selection of Tools
to Automate Mobile Testing

The Context
The Ness team is often involved in the development of mobile applications for
our customers. We always encourage our clients to stay agile in order to keep pace
with the ever-changing market landscape. This often includes managing frequent
updates and releases to their mobile platforms. This paper outlines the steps taken
to help one of our clients select an automated mobile testing tool and the positive
results this automation achieved.
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Executive Summary
Problem to Be Solved
The mobile application in this example is available for multiple mobile OSs and on multiple devices.
The team follows Agile development to achieve frequent app releases encompassing new features.
Manual testing of mobile applications was causing a prolonged regression cycle which involved
different combinations of OS versions and devices. In addition, there are frequent updates to mobile
operating systems, and the list of devices keeps growing due to the constant introduction of new
devices in the market.
Frequent regression cycles not only put pressure on the company's quality team, but also led to
financial overhead and missed release deadlines. It was imperative for the company to establish
cost-eﬀective test strategy methods to shorten the test cycle of mobile apps while maintaining high
quality. The client asked for Ness's help in defining methods they could use to automate testing.

Solution
The Ness team designed and built a solution to automate mobile testing for the client based on the
open-source tool Selenium Appium. The solution also used the Amazon Web Services (AWS) Device
Farm to eliminate dependencies on device and network availability. During our journey we evaluated
and compared various tools and finally chose Appium because of its benefits for this customer.

Benefits
The solution proved to very beneficial in reducing hours of manual test effort, including:
• Decreasing overall regression cycle time by 40%
• Decreasing overall testing cost by 30%
Additionally we’ve achieved:
• Increased regression test coverage by 30%
• Creation of low-maintenance test scripts
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Requirements
The following table demonstrates different combinations of devices, OSs and OS versions that the
mobile testing solution needed to support.

Mobile Operating Systems
iOS

Android
Tablet

Custom Tablet
(v1.0)

Custom Tablet
(v2.0)

Phone

iPhone

iPad

Brand Customization (X)

2

1

1

2

2

2

No. of Supported Devices (Y)

5

1

1

11

9

5

Combinations (X*Y)

10

1

1

22

18

10

Total Combinations

62

As seen from the table, each test case has to be executed about 62 times. In addition, there are frequent
updates to mobile operating systems, and the list of devices keeps growing due to the introduction of
new devices on the market.

The table below shows the percentage of specific device usage for Android and iOS.

Nexus 5,
0.50%

Droid Razor,
0.17%

Tab 3 10”,
0.30%
Tab3 8”, 0.20% Nexus 9,
0.20%

LG G3, 4%
Samsung S6 Edge,
5%

iPad 4, 2%

Nexus 10,
0.20%

Ellipsis 8, 0.20%

iPad, 3%
iPad Air, 3%

iPad3, 1.0%
iPhone 6s, 4%

iPad Mini, 4%

iPhone 6s Plus,
4%

iPhones
3rd Generation,
4%

Samsung Note 5,
6%
Samsung
Note 3, 6%

Samsung S5, 29%

iPhone 4s, 5%
iPhone 6, 28%

iPhone 5, 6%

Samsung S3, 10%

Samsung S6,
10%

Samsung Note 4,
15%

iPhone 5c,
7%
iPhone 5s,
14%

iPhone 6 Plus,
15%

Samsung S4, 13%

Android Usage

iOS Usage

Due to time restrictions and lead time requirements for manual testing, not all of the combinations were being
tested. Before every regression cycle, a matrix was created with the most commonly used, major combinations of
devices and OS versions, as past test results had showed that outcomes did not vary much between similar
versions and devices.
To manually execute the defined matrix, the regression cycle was taking about 800 hours per cycle. Before every
release there were a minimum of 2 regression cycles. This caused lengthy regression cycles for the client that have
led to missed release deadlines and significant pressure on the quality team.
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Automation Strategy
Ness prepared a test strategy using automation to effectively shorten the regression cycle. The key to
success was the selection of the right tool and implementation. We selected an open-source tool, due
to the obvious benefit of no license fees. Additional benefits include:
• The framework can be expanded for any customization
• An active community exists which helps to resolve any issues
• Frequent updates are made to the tool

Features Considered for Tool Selection
There are many tools available (both open source and commercial) for automating mobile application
testing. Judicious choice of automation tools or frameworks is vital for the success of an automation
strategy. As an aid in tool selection, we listed key features that the automation tool would need to have
in order to automate application testing for this client.
Features

Description

Supported Capabilities

Cross Platform
Cross Browser
Reusability
Data Driven

Supported Device / OS

• Support for
o iOS (iPad and iPhone)
o Android (tablet and phone)
• Generic script for both iOS and Android to save time and provide
ease of maintenance

Recorders

Tool must be able to record tests whenever necessary to expedite
development. Scripts must be modifiable.

Functionality Support

Multi-touch, Swipe, Drag & Drop
Zoom, Scrolling
Landscape mode

Non-Functional Support

Battery consumption, Memory usage, Memory leaks, CPU utilization,
Bandwidth usage, Installation time

Identification Methods

Native ID Support
Web HTML5 (DOM)
Image recognition
OCR

Device Testing

Tool should be able to test a device without any changes to device
hardware - No need to jailbreak or root device

Continuous Integration

Able to integrate with CI tools such as Bamboo

Reporting

Able to create detailed reports of execution

Licensing

Tool should be open source under open source license
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Comparison of Tools
Category

Feature List

MonkeyTalk Appium Calabash

Ranorex

Cross - platform
Cross - browser
Functional testing
Regression testing
User Agent testing
Supported Capabilities

Load testing
Data-driven automation support
Behavioral-driven automation support
Keyword-driven support
No Jailbreak requirement
Integration with test management too l

Supported Devices

iOS
Android
Simulators/Emulators
Native

Supported Mobile Apps

Hybrid
Mobile Web

Scripting Capabilities

Record & Playback
Parallel script execution
Object identification by: id
Object identification by: class
Object identification by: text

Native UI Object
Identification Methods

Object location verification
Object location assertion
Single or multiple repositories for diﬀerent devices
Easy instrumentation with no code change
XPath Language full support

Text Object Identification

Text input method supported: device keyboard
Text input method supported: direct text
Text extraction: extract any text from table and run
queries on it
Text extraction: area and run queries on it
Multi-touch
Swipe
Key press (tap)
Long key press (long tap)
Drag and Drop
Flick

Full Functionality Support

Zoom
Scrolling
Click on security alerts
Click on system alerts
Reboot device
Includes full device inventory management,
scheduling and enforcement
Landscape mode

Test Execution

Parallel execution
CI integration
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Putting Together an Automated, Mobile App
Testing Solution
The following components were used to implement an integrated, mobile app testing solution.

Major Components of the Solution
Component

Description

Selenium

Selenium is a popular open-source web automation tool. It supports a
broad range of browsers, technologies and platforms. It also has a vast
number of contributors both individually and commercially.

PageFactory

PageFactory is an inbuilt page object model concept. It is used to initialize
elements of a Page class without having to use 'FindElement' or
'FindElements.'
Advantages of PageFactory are:
• Easy to maintain
• Easy readability of scripts
• Reduces or eliminates duplication
• Re-usability of code

Appium

Appium is an open-source tool for automating native, mobile web, and
hybrid applications on iOS and Android platforms.
The main advantage of Appium is that it allows users us to write tests
against multiple platforms (iOS, Android) using the same API, which
enables code reuse between iOS and Android test suites.

TestNG

TestNG is a unit testing framework.
It helps in grouping the test cases and generating reports.

Amazon Web Services
(AWS) Device Farm

Device Farm is an app testing service to test and interact with Android,
iOS, and Web apps on real, physical phones and tablets that are hosted by
Amazon Web Services (AWS). AWS is used to enable remote access of
devices, create projects & device pools, upload files, and retrieve
information about devices, projects, and jobs (including test results) and
screenshots.

Maven

Maven is a build automation tool. It handles compilation, distribution,
documentation and team collaboration.

Git

Git is a version control system. It is helpful to maintain the history of every
version, and it makes creating a branch and commit for each new feature
more feasible.

Jenkins

Jenkins is a CI tool used to run the automated tests. Jenkins has support
for Maven builds which helps in running automated tests and scheduling
the build.
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Architecture and Flow Diagram:
Automation Architecture

Page Files

Scenario Files

Repositories

Config
Files

Git Repository

git

Test Files

Lab Files

Appium
AWS Device Farm

Challenges Encountered
1 Initial setup of Appium can be time consuming.
2 During initial execution, upload of test to the AWS Device Farm scripts was taking a long time, but .
after we contacted AWS support, they resolved the problem.
3 On iOS we can only run one instance on Instruments per Mac OS, so we can only run Appium
scripts on one device per Mac machine. If we want to run our tests on multiple iOS devices at the
same time, then we would need to arrange for the same number of Mac machines, which would be
a costly affair. This limitation was resolved by executing our scripts in the AWS Device Farm.

Results
The Solution proved to very beneficial in reducing hours of manual test effort, directly resulting in:
• Decreasing the regression cycle by 40%.
• Decreasing testing costs by 30%
(Results are for Phase 1 automation. Phase 2, which would focus on automating the remainder of test
cases not covered by Phase 1, is still in progress, and the numbers should improve further.)
Statistics of Automation:
The following table summarizes the effectiveness of our solution:
Total regression cases

400

Test cases for automation

260

Cases automated (Phase 1)

160

Results for Phase 1
Manual time for regression before automation

800 hrs

Automation execution time

0.5 hr

Manual time for regression after phase 1 automation

480 hrs

Reduction in regression cycle

40%
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We also achieved additional benefits from automation:
Simultaneous Version Testing: Different versions of the app can be tested at the same time.
CI Integration: The automation suite is integrated and configured in the Continuous Integration tool,
so it becomes a seamless part of the development environment. Automated testing is executed
nightly against the latest development build for Android and iOS, which enables early detection of
faults. This provides rapid feedback, so that if a bug is introduced into the code base, it can be
identified and fixed as soon as possible.
Two Platforms, One Script: Because a single script was developed for both iOS and Android, the
following benefits were achieved:
• Ease of development and maintenance
• Single team for automation for both iOS and Android
• Enables finding parity issues between Android and iOS apps
Increased Test Coverage: Before automation not all test cases were executed during all the
regression cycles. With automation it became feasible to execute all the cases and increase coverage.
The solution implemented can be extended for any multi-platform, mobile automation testing.
The design will not only act as a solution accelerator for future mobile projects, but it will also
generate real value.
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Ness Digital Engineering designs, builds, and integrates digital platforms and enterprise software that
help organizations engage customers, differentiate their brands, and drive profitable growth. Our
customer experience designers, software engineers, data experts, and business consultants partner with
clients to develop roadmaps that identify ongoing opportunities to increase the value of their digital
solutions and enterprise systems. Through agile development of minimum viable products (MVPs), our
clients can test new ideas in the market and continually adapt to changing business conditions—giving
our clients the leverage to lead market disruption in their industries and compete more effectively to
grow their business.
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